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 Note: 

 When the Stick Mode is set to MODE 1, the positions of trims are shown in 

the figure. 

 For details about the flight modes, please refer to Flight Mode (Page 16). 

Main Menu 

  

Receiver 

This section is the introductions of DETRUM RXC9M Receiver. If you choose 

other receivers, please refer to the instructions of the other receivers. 

Specifications 

Parameters RXC9M Specifications 

Type 2.4GHz, 9-channel receiver 

Sensitivity -97dBm 

Frequency interval larger than or equal to 4MHz 

Power supply 3.6V~16V 

Weight 10g 

Size 42.6mm*27.4mm*12.9mm 

Features 

 Adopting 2.4GHz direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) and multiple 

frequency-hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) technology, the receiver has 

high sensitivity and strong anti-interference capability. 

 By using diversity antenna, can automatically switch the signals to ensure the 

stability of the received signal. 

 Each transmitter has an individually assigned, unique ID code. Once the 

binding is made, the ID code is stored in the receiver and no further binding is 

necessary after restarting the receiver. 

 When the aircraft flies out of range, the receiver cannot receive a valid RF 

signal from the transmitter and will move the servos to predefined position. 
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 Working with the optional telemetry module and sensors, RXC9M can 

transmit the aircraft performance data to the transmitter. 

 Support PPM, PWM and D.BUS signal. 

 USB upgrade: Upgrade by a USB cable help RXC9M always keeps the latest 

program. 

Changing the signal mode  

According to the output signal types, RXC9M has a PPM mode, PWM mode and 

D.BUS mode. You can check the current mode from the mode LED on the 

receiver. When the RXC9M receiver powers up, the mode LED indicator will glow 

solid red/green/blue, and will be off after 5 seconds. When the mode LED is off, 

you can light this LED by clicking the Bind/Mode button. 

 Green: The receiver works on PWM mode. 

 Red: The receiver works on D.BUS mode. 

 Blue: The receiver works on PPM mode. 

Users can change the receiver mode according to their demands. Now changing 

the receiver mode from PPM to D.BUS mode is taken as an example. 

Press and hold the Bind/Mode button on the receiver, then power on the 

receiver. The mode LED will stay blue (PPM mode) for 2 seconds and then 

change into red on, indicating that the receiver switches to D.BUS mode, and the 

mode LED will be off 5 seconds later. 

Connection 

The channels of Detrum RXC9M receiver are labeled with number, as shown in 

the following figure. For each channel, signal wire is close to the decal of the 

receiver, middle is the positive and right is GND. 

 

The RXC9M receiver has PPM, PWM and D.BUS modes. The connection of the 

receiver in these three modes is described as follows: 

 On PWM mode, you can connect the receiver’s channels directly to the servo, 
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or connect them to the servos via the flight controller. 

 On PPM mode, connect the PPM port of the flight controller which supports 

PPM signal to the PPM/D.BUS port of the receiver, and then connect the 

output port of the flight controller to the servos. 

 On D.BUS mode, connect the D.BUS port of the flight controller which 

supports D.BUS signal to the PPM/D.BUS port of the receiver, and then 

connect the output port of the flight controller to the servos. 

In order to transmit the flight data to the transmitter, user need to connect the 

telemetry port of the receiver to the flight controller. When working with optional 

telemetry module and sensors such as GPS, RXC9M can transmit the voltage, 

current, flying speed and flight time, etc. 

 NOTE: In order to use this function, the flight controller and transmitter you 

used should also have telemetry settings. 

Installation Precautions for the receiver: 

 When connecting the receiver, please note the line sequence and securely 

insert all of the connectors as far as they will go. 

 The two antennas of the receiver should be placed at 90 degrees to each 

other. Do not place the two antennas twisted together or in parallel. 

Firmware Upgrade 

User can upgrade the RXC9M online via the USB port. 

Preconditions: 

 The DetrumUpgrade software has been acquired and installed. 

 The RXC9M device driver “RXC9M.inf” has been acquired and installed. 

 The latest upgrade program has been acquired. 

Steps: 

1. Double-click the DetrumUpgrade software to open it. 
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2. Click the Select button, set the path of this upgrade program in the pop-up 

dialog. 

3. Power on the RXC9M receiver and connect the receiver to computer via the 

USB cable 

If the computer cannot recognize the RXC9M when it is connected, you need 

to install the RXC9M device driver first. Installation method: (1) Right-click 

Computer, select Properties →(2) Select Device Manager, found RXC9M 

in the list → (3) Right-click to select Update Driver Software → (4) In the 

pop-up dialog box, select Browse my computer for driver software → (5) 

Select the file path where the RXC9M device driver is located and click Next. 

4. Ensure the information (firmware and product) is right and then click Upgrade 

to complete the firmware upgrade. 

 


